
32 Organizing and Scheduling Tips From  
32 Years of Homeschooling 

 

Watch the video here. 

 

“Organizing is what you do before you do something, so that when you do it, it is not all mixed up.”  Winnie the Pooh 

 

***What Kind of Scheduler Are YOU? 

 -There’s not a right or wrong 

-Ultimate goal and meeting priorities 

 

AHEAD OF TIME 

 

1. Daily lesson plans vs. loose framework 
2. Independent sheets 
3. Chore sessions 
4. Weeklies—ABC 
5. Priorities are what you do—Prioritizing is the ultimate organizer 

a. Priorities - then actions to meet your priorities 
b. If you don’t do it, it’s not a priority; it’s a wish 

 
6. A change a week or a change a month—32 Years x 12 months=384 changes 

 
 
NIGHT BEFORE 
 
1. Ox in ditch—Ray Baby “A good tomorrow starts tonight” 

a. Tomorrow’s laundry started 
b. No dishes in sink 
c. Room to room 
d. Pre-packed 
e. Bedtime according to rise time (or vice versa) 

 

2. Weekly A’s turn in to tomorrow’s Foremost Five 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/fIXXjpLy7vE


 

MORNING 

1. School is your child’s occupation 
2.  Daytime is for learning and working; evenings are for family and fun 
3. Eat a frog in the morning 
4. Attach important things to something already in your schedule 
5. Block schedules for breaking up day and keeping on task  
6. Dinner started in the morning 
7. Set aside time for school—be available during school time 
8. Be on the same schedule together during daytime 
9. Always do DAILIES—personal; home; school; business 
10. Implement a successful chore schedule 
11. Dishes, laundry, and trash twice a day no matter what 
12. Order your subjects by needs of your family—fresher earlier? Toddlers and babies napping? Independent first? 
13. Timely Task—do whatever is due next (“The next right thing”) 
14. Just do ≠--something! 

 
 
TEN FAST FAMILY TIPS 
 

1. Timer bursts                        
2.  Horizontal surfaces 
3. Dad’s in driveway blitz 
4. Eight entrees 
5. Room to room       
6. Two Daily Chore Sessions 
7. Favorite tasks    
8. Successful Next Day Routine 
9. Two x your age     
10.  5 Minute Strategy 

 
OTHER TIPS 
 
1.  Little bit of big projects everyday    
2. I can do anything for ten minutes (or five or fifteen) 
3.  Delegating: youngest one who can do the job 
4. Delegating: what can nobody but me do right now? 
5. Family work day 
6.  Mega cooking 
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